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digipres17
Digital Preservation 2017 - Congressional archivists discuss "From the Hill to the Home State".

Digital Preservation 2017 is the major meeting and conference of the National Digital Stewardship Alliance
(NDSA) focusing on tools, techniques, theories and methodologies for digital stewardship and preservation, data
curation, the content lifecycle, and related issues. This year’s conference was held October 25-26 in Pittsburgh,
PA in partnership with host organization the Digital Library Federation (DLF). Five current or former
Congressional archivists attended and got a great deal out of this fantastic conference! We also participated in a
session bright and early Thursday morning.

Danielle Emerling, Congressional and Political Papers Archivist at West Virginia University and panel moderator,
started us off:

Danielle Emerling
@dremerling

3 MONTHS AGO

Join us for "From Hill to Home State: The Politics of Preserving the
Digital Records of #Congress" at 8:30! #digipres17 #r1a



rachel mattson
@captain_maybe

3 MONTHS AGO

Up now: #r1a #digipres17 on preserving Congressional records.
#DLFgrt



Danielle introduced the panel and discussed data and perspectives from the Congressional Management
Foundation report, "State of the Congress."

WWW.CONGRESSFOUNDATION.ORG

Congressional Management Foundation | Resilient
Democracy ...
Resilient Democracy Coalition ... A key element of the project involves CMF,
VOP , and EMKI regularly convening academics, ... cmf state-of-the-
congress cover ...
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Danielle discussed this report's focus on the resource and operational challenges faced by Congressional staff
before introducing panelists who would discuss issues related to archiving Congressional digital records.

Alison White from the Senate Historical Office talked about the distinction between records generated in Senate
committees and member offices and the role of Senate Historical Office archivists.

rachel mattson
@captain_maybe

3 MONTHS AGO

2 types of Congressional records: records of individual members
(termed “personal”), records of committees. #r1a #digipres17.
#DLFgrt



rachel mattson
@captain_maybe

3 MONTHS AGO

role of archivists in congress hist. ofc =descr. & transfer committee
rcrds & advise best practices 4 member rcrds #r1a #digipres17
#DLFgrt



rachel mattson
@captain_maybe

3 MONTHS AGO

In the Senate, staff turnover is constant. A challenge for archivists.
#r1a #digipres17. #DLFgrt



Alison made the point that archivists are not enforcers and it can be challenging to get people to understand that
digital preservation needs to start when a record is created. This is much harder to convey than advice on
archiving textual materials. Partnerships with those responsible for electronic record creation and storage,
particularly with systems administrators, is vital. Attempts to get all potential partners to 'think like an archivist'
despite staff turnover becomes paramount.

Leslie Johnston
@lljohnston
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3 MONTHS AGO

Understatement of the century, that some Congressional staffers get
records mgmt, some don’t, and everyone else is too busy. #DigiPres17



Flyover Easy
@eiratansey

3 MONTHS AGO

Also completely applicable to higher ed records management
twitter.com/lljohnston/sta…



rachel mattson
@captain_maybe

3 MONTHS AGO

Big issue: no mechanism to force members’ & staffers’ compliance
w/digital archival practices. #r1a #digipres17 #DLFgrt



Aaron Collie
@aaroncollie

3 MONTHS AGO

Archiving senate records is nonpartisan. Staff personality,
assumptions bigger challenges than political affiliation #r1a
#digipres17



She also described the importance of interacting with those who determine systems, applications and
technological infrastructure.

rachel mattson
@captain_maybe

3 MONTHS AGO

Sys admins are key partners for congressional archivists; there are
many spread across offices. #r1a #digipres17 #DLFgrt
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rachel mattson
@captain_maybe

3 MONTHS AGO

Congressional archivists also work closely with the Sergeant at Arms
#r1a #digipres17 #DLFgrt



And the importance of learning from previous interactions, applying lessons learned, and starting fresh when a
new Congress begins and brings inevitable change.

Aaron Collie
@aaroncollie

3 MONTHS AGO

Congressional staff turnover means new leadership, members,
committee assignments, technology and therefore... iteration! #r1a
#digipres17



Matt Stahl, University Archivist at UCSB and former archivist for the Senate Commerce Committee spoke about
the huge growth of born-digital materials in Senate committee records and everything that entails for archivists
and records managers.

rachel mattson
@captain_maybe

3 MONTHS AGO

now up at #r1a #digipres17 - Matt Stahl, UCSB #DLFgrt



rachel mattson
@captain_maybe

3 MONTHS AGO

In congress, if a record was born-digital that = master copy; don’t
generally save paper copies of that material #r1a #digipres17 #DLFgrt



Matt described the variety of older file formats such as early Word Perfect files and the challenges of interpreting
8 character file names that used the 3 character file extension to describe content rather than indicate format.
He also talked about how much of the electronic material consists of pst files of staff email accounts, essentially
wrappers full of the same variety of file formats included as attachments.
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Aaron Collie
@aaroncollie

3 MONTHS AGO

Preservation tools that look for filename strings (.doc) misidentify
when file-naming convention use .'s for delimiter so.. dont #digipres17



Leslie Johnston
@lljohnston

3 MONTHS AGO

Overview of Congressional electronic records - 76% of one committee’s
records are email, which holds true across committees. #DigiPres17



And managed to inject a little humor into his talk . . .

Aaron Collie
@aaroncollie

3 MONTHS AGO

Did I just hear "gluten free digital objects" ??? #digipres17



He spoke about how vital email is as an archival record. Email is important not just for its content, but because
of the contextual information that it also conveys.

Aaron Collie
@aaroncollie

3 MONTHS AGO

If you're not preserving email you're capturing an incomplete record.
#r1a #digipres17



Leslie Johnston
@lljohnston

Any organizational records collection that does not include email is an
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3 MONTHS AGO

incomplete record. #DigiPres17



rachel mattson
@captain_maybe

3 MONTHS AGO

Stahl reiterates @chrisprom’s recent comment abt the importance of
email as an archival record #r1a #digipres17 #DLFgrt



He also talked about who, in a committee office, does have the ability to make sure archiving is taken seriously
and how important it is to forge relationships with the people who are in the position to make decisions that staff
will respond to.

Aaron Collie
@aaroncollie

3 MONTHS AGO

If you're not the enforcer, make friends with the enforcer? Interesting
where we get our POWER ;) mandates? administrator? #r1a
#digipres17



Our third presenter, John Caldwell, Political Papers Archivist at the University of Delaware, was also a previous
NDSR resident in the Senate Historical Office, after which he spent six months helping to preserve the electronic
records of Senator Harry Reid, outgoing Senate Minority Leader at the end of the 114th Congress.

rachel mattson
@captain_maybe

3 MONTHS AGO

Now up: John Caldwell, former NDSR in senate; presenting abt Sen.
Harry Reid (D-NV) #r1a #digipres17 #DLFgrt



Given the small amount of time and the large amount of electronic records, John was faced with determining
priorities immediately. One of these involved educating senior staff about best practices in order to get buy-in
from the start. In addition to the content of the records it is also important to gather information from staff about
their work on these records.
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rachel mattson
@captain_maybe

3 MONTHS AGO

Working as an archivist in Sen. Reid’s ofc before his retirement - lots
of pressure, little time. #r1a #digipres17 #DLFgrt



rachel mattson
@captain_maybe

3 MONTHS AGO

Digital preservation is not just capturing bits and bytes - its also about
providing context. #r1a #digipres17 #DLFgrt



Like the presenters before him, John also faced the issues of dealing with staff email. He realized he would need
to procure a number of external hard drives to deal with the various systems of electronic records held in the
office. These included staff accounts, the Share drive, web content, databases and social media accounts - a
huge variety of formats and materials.

rachel mattson
@captain_maybe

3 MONTHS AGO

Records ownership=big issue in Senate. Staffers believe their email
belongs to them, aren’t official records. #r1a #digipres17 #DLFgrt



rachel mattson
@captain_maybe

3 MONTHS AGO

Very few Senators hire “closers” to help them prep their materials for
archives upon their retirement. #r1a #digipres17 #DLFgrt



There are numerous offices in possession of an outgoing Senator's records. This was particularly the case for
Senator Reid because of his leadership role within his party. Working with all of these offices becomes
extremely important. Preparing the receiving institution to understand these materials that come from different
offices functioning in the Senate, as well as explaining what they are going to receive, is also very important.
Consistent interaction between the office and the future repository is crucial.
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rachel mattson
@captain_maybe

3 MONTHS AGO

Another challenge working to preserve digital materials in Senate - IT
infrastructure. #r1a #digipres17 #DLFgrt



Aaron Collie
@aaroncollie

3 MONTHS AGO

@captain_maybe Such an interesting term to describe
archiving/curation. Build relationship. Negotiate the terms. Close the
deal. Get the data? #digipres17



Limor Peer
@l_peer

3 MONTHS AGO

@captain_maybe Sounds familiar... Substitute research data for
records and staff for faculty?



rachel mattson
@captain_maybe

3 MONTHS AGO

Challenge - Univ. Nevada-Reno (where Reid’s papers went) had no
digital archivist before acquiring the collection. #r1a #digipres17
#DLFgrt



Last, but certainly not least, Adriane Hanson, Head of Digital Stewardship at the University of Georgia Libraries
talked about the experience of an archival repository 'On the Receiving End.'

rachel mattson
@captain_maybe
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3 MONTHS AGO

Now up: Adriane Hanson, Univ. Georgia - on collecting Congressional
papers #r1a #digipres17 #DLFgrt



Adriane addressed the potentially challenging nature of interactions between a busy, functioning office and a
repository. Within the Senate, the word archiving can be considered synonymous with 'the end' which has
implications for staff as well as for the member. Also there might be concerns about records going to a
repository with holdings of a member of a different party.

Leslie Johnston
@lljohnston

3 MONTHS AGO

Many potentially partisan issues in wooing Congressperson for their
papers and records. Plus you represent end of their career.
#DigiPres17



The most important thing is to try to establish a relationship between the repository and the member's office
before retirement is on the horizon and certainly before they announce that they are not running again or worse
yet, lose a primary. When a relationship exists, despite the distance, the repository archivist can reach out and
work with the closing office.

rachel mattson
@captain_maybe

3 MONTHS AGO

U need a good plan to acquire a Congress mmbrs’ records; don’t
approach during campaign, emphasize “legacy” #r1a #digipres17
#DLFgrt



rachel mattson
@captain_maybe

3 MONTHS AGO

process of records transfer from Congress mmbr office=emotional
process 4 staffers, esp. in case of lost election #r1a #digipres17
#DLFgrt
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Adriane also noted that it can be hard for offices rooted in the idea of textual records to agree to donate their
digital records; frequent areas of concern include potential use of materials for opposition research, a desire to
protect constituent privacy, and an inability to understand how a repository actually is equipped to handle issues
of PII review, secure storage, and restricted access. Many don't think of email as a record and don't think digital
records such as social media are important. She also described the challenges of staff turnover, limited time
frame, and lack of technical expertise within the office.

Limor Peer
@l_peer

3 MONTHS AGO

Fascinating panel on archiving congressional records, typically takes
place under stressful conditions when office closes #digipres17 #r1a



Adriane's advice is to determine who is in a position of authority, maintain contact with that person and continue
to stay in touch as long as possible. When it comes to CSS data, try to learn about how that system is being
used in the active office so you can better understand what you are going to receive later when that data arrives.
And when the electronic records do arrive, she stressed the importance of being prepared to receive them,
review or preview them if possible, and reach out to other archivists in the field of Congressional records for
support and information.

During the Q&A portion, the topic of email as a record emerged again . . .

rachel mattson
@captain_maybe

3 MONTHS AGO

Panelists reiterate: most Congress members don’t realize their email is
a public record until the archivist knocks #r1a #digipres17 #DLFgrt



One of the questions asked of each panelist was to identify something they would wish for to make their job
easier.

rachel mattson
@captain_maybe

3 MONTHS AGO

Congressional archivists express a wish for administrator-level access
on computers. (Sounds familiar!) #r1a #digipres17 #DLFgrt
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Like many digital preservation efforts, it may not be a perfect world, but many do their best . . .

rachel mattson
@captain_maybe

3 MONTHS AGO

This panel suggests we’re *not* saving Congress ppl’s records
w/consistency-& not for lack of archivists’ effort. #r1a #digipres17
#DLFgrt



rachel mattson
@captain_maybe

3 MONTHS AGO

Rep from @HistoryAssoc in the panel audience notes that they often
support close-outs of Congressional ofcs #r1a #digipres17 #DLFgrt



Leslie Johnston
@lljohnston

3 MONTHS AGO

In Congressional office shutdown capture every file possible &
checksum files & interview everyone to document roles for later
#DigiPres17



Check out the slides from this presentation:

Danielle Emerling
@dremerling

3 MONTHS AGO

Our slides abt preserving the digital records of #Congress are now
online! osf.io/ksg68/ via @OSFramework #digipres17



OSF
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